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SESSION 1

EVOLUTION OR CREATION...
DOES IT REALLY MATTER WHAT WE BELIEVE?

There is a way which seemeth right unto a man, but the end thereof are the ways of death. Proverbs 14:12

Where did we come from? Or does it really matter?

VIDEO OUTLINE NOTES

WHAT KIND OF DECEPTION IS GOING ON IN THE WORLD TODAY?

1. Can the Bible be Taken Literally?

   Keep thy heart with all diligence; for out of it are the issues of life. Proverbs 4:23

   John 3:16
   believeth in him
   foundations
   Genesis
   4,500
   poetic
   narrative
   narrative
   man’s truth
   God’s Word
2. Teachers deceiving their students.

   *spoil*
   *deceit*

Evolution
Evolution
Materialism
meaning
dead
*Creator*

MISSIONARIES OR MISSION FIELD?

1. Be Ready to Defend the Faith

   *answer*
   *hope*

   57%-88%

2. World Literature

   **Romans 1:16-24**

   *power*
   *one*
   *faith*
   *truth*
   *clearly seen*

   *Godhead*

   *impressions*
CREATION OR EVOLUTION?

1. Worldview
   Your worldview glasses will determine your conclusions.

   Redeemer
   Mindless
   consequences
   Assumptions

WORLDVIEW THINKING IN THE HISTORY OF THE U.S.A.

   Personal God
   Reduced God
   Dead God
   I am God

   wizards
   conformed
2. Anti-Biblical Worldviews

WORLDVIEW
* A set of beliefs or ideas

THEOLOGY PHILOSOPHY

BIOLOGY
HISTORY
thinketh

3. The Rise of Evolution in the U.S.

Faith
Evangelical
Unitarian
Species
One

4. Humanism Increases in Our Nation

Potter
Dewey
Faith

RELIGIOUS

5. The 1960s – 1970s

sacred
wrong
captain
Prayer
6. The 1980s - 2005
   Creationism

7. THE ISSUE IS GOD!
   
   God
   loved
   created
   created

8. Satan’s Deception
   
   evolution
   Savior
   Bible
   die
   Atheistic Humanism
   Humanism
   humanistic
   public school classroom
   humanity
   classroom
   faith
   religious foundation
men
all
created
religion
relationship

9. God’s Gift for You

gift

Christ Jesus
SESSION 2

EVOLUTION - FACT OR FRAUD?

There is a way which seemeth right unto a man, but the end thereof are the ways of death. Proverbs 14:12

"If the facts don't fit the theory, change the facts." Albert Einstein

VIDEO OUTLINE NOTES

WHY DOES EVOLUTION SEEM SO RIGHT TO SO MANY?

1. Wrong Assumptions

Is evolution the only aspect of science that 's actually evolving?

   materialism
   assumption
   FACT
   mass and energy
   false
   created
   information
   more
   originated
   organic design
   changed
   agreed
   no idea
   reason
2. Lies and Deception

Ernst Haeckel
fudged
fraud
thymus gland, parathyroid, ear canal
blood forming organ
coccyx
Genetic Loss
glued
perch
existed
Cannot
mutation
Transitional Form
evidence
million

3. What Does Evolution Claim?

related
natural selection
random chance
millions
Materialism
Evolutionism
How Is Evolution Supposed to Work?

Random
survive
natural selection
evolve
evidence
guesswork
nothing
apelike
errors
theory
fact
designer
naturalistic

Atheistic Evolution Asserts by Faith

God
purposeless
mindless
universe

The Law of Biogenesis

living
life
existing
4. Biblical Perspective

God

unrighteousness

All

made

life

day

billion

Genesis 1:14

930

days

six

Nothing Before the 1st Day

Gap

Creationism

tomorrow

years

perish

John chapters 1-2

time
SESSION 3

CAUSE OR COINCIDENCE?
Did Earth Begin with a Purpose or Probability?

*There is a way which seemeth right unto a man, but the end thereof are the ways of death.*  Proverbs 14:12

“This Mamma always said life was like a box of chocolates, never know what you’re gonna get.” Forrest Gump

VIDEO OUTLINE NOTES

WHY DOES EVOLUTION SEEM SO RIGHT TO SO MANY?

- *sinners*
- *Lord Jesus*
- *believeth*
- *condemn*
- *saved*

1. There is a Way That Seems Right...

- *vitamin C*
- *good*
- *increase*
- *worldviews*

**Satan’s World System:**
*These are the engines that are driving today’s culture:*

- Ownership
- Biblical
- god
The Battle of the Ages

revelation
reject
Suffer
world
love
hateth
will of God
reproached
glorified
hate
Rejoice

2. Ways God Makes Known Himself and His Will

Two Types of Revelation

made
written

The Reality of the Trinity
“...God created...”

plural
three
another
God
created
3. God’s Purpose Verses Random Chance

**The Uncaused Cause**

Bible
faith
*effect*
*cause*

_Infinite Intelligence_

*will*
emotions

good

Jesus Christ

All things

Evolution Teaches

FAITH

Psalm 19

Redemption

General Revelation

glory
dark

earth

heaven

Special Revelation

redeemer

wise

righteous

reward

meditation

converting

Forensic

Operational
The Lord Jesus is the Creator

- creature
- Creator
- Redeemer
- LORD
- Creator

4. Issues and Assumptions

The Big Issues

- energy
- man
- missing
- true
- assumption
- not the same

5. It All Comes Down to Faith

Bible

- complete

Evolution

- Unending

Bible

- Birds
- fish
Evolution

before

Bible

woman
dust

Evolution

Woman
Primate

Bible

sin

Evolution

existed

Evolution Chance:

absence

Design:

intend

Two Kinds of Evolution

Darwinian

Theistic

Punctuated

Equilibria

billions
Progressive
Creationism
believe
truth
free
covered
SESSION 4
HOW YOUNG IS EARTH?

There is a way which seemeth right unto a man, but the end thereof are the ways of death. Proverbs 14:12

“Age is a question of mind over matter. If you don’t mind, it doesn’t matter.” Satchel Page

VIDEO OUTLINE NOTES

1. Why Don’t We See Things Evolving?
   - Eurasian
   - proves
   - Intelligence
   - Language
   - Cause
   - wife
   - daughters
   - 437 feet
   - remembered
   - meeting
   - needs
   - Job
   - Behemoth
   - cedar
   - bones
2. How Did the Universe Originate?

   Thermodynamics

3. How Did Life Originate?

   Biogenesis

4. Is There Any Evidence That Supports A Young Universe?

   4000 to 5000

   teach

   declare

   C14

   C12

   30,000

   Heaven

   waters

   firmament

   life

   mist

   watered

   dust

   relative

   selected

   fear

   meat

   blood
Which Do You Believe?

all
resurrection
anthropic principle

THE EMBARRASSING RECORD OF HUMAN EVOLUTION

orangutan
Nebraska
Peking
ape
pygmy chimpanzee
5. Summary

breaking
owns
made

The Ten Commandments

gods
vain
father
steal
covet
false

6. Do You Know You Have Eternal Life?

There are only two options: *Heaven* or *Hell*

all
death
*eternal life*
sinners
*Lord Jesus*
saved
*grace*
*perish*
*repentance*
*loved*
everlasting
evolution
nothing
living
power
wisdom
discretion
transgressions
healed
all
formed
myself
Redeemer